
Notifications with clear explanation of continuation rights

User-friendly form for continuation of coverage election

Detailed instructions for premium payments 

Seamless coordination with carriers and reporting on status

Integration with Fund's preferred payment processors 

Credit card and auto-pay services 

Transaction cost associated with processing bank

 Convenient Payment Options

Prompt notification for participants and beneficiaries

Federal regulation compliance

Customized system for generating notices and billings

Track payments and ensure proper documentation

 Timely COBRA-Related Notices

Hassle-Free Continuation of Coverage

Automated monitoring, collection, and tracking of payments

Timely termination notices for non-payment

Record-keeping for correspondence, notices, and eligibility

Up-to-date adherence to COBRA regulatory revisions

Comprehensive COBRA Administration

Ready to simplify your
COBRA administration? 

Contact Zenith American
Solutions today!

ELIGIBILITY, ENROLLMENT AND
SIMPLIFIED COBRA COMPLIANCE

STREAMLINED COBRA AND SELF-PAY NOTICE GENERATION
At Zenith American Solutions, we understand the complexities of COBRA
administration. Our robust eligibility system automates the generation and tracking
of COBRA and self-pay notices when participants lose coverage. Whether it's due to
no eligibility, a change in marital status, over-age dependents, or other qualifying
events, our system ensures compliance and efficiency.
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Your Members Are 
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Scan with a mobile device
zenith-american.com

GET IN TOUCH

At Zenith American Solutions, we understand the complexities of
COBRA administration. Our robust eligibility system automates
the generation and tracking of COBRA and self-pay notices when
participants lose coverage. Whether it's due to no eligibility, a
change in marital status, over-age dependents, or other
qualifying events, our system ensures compliance and efficiency.
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Credit card and auto-pay services 

Transaction cost associated with processing bank

 Convenient Payment Options

Prompt notification for participants and beneficiaries

Federal regulation compliance

Customized system for generating notices and billings

Track payments and ensure proper documentation

 Timely COBRA-Related Notices

Notifications with clear explanation of continuation rights

User-friendly form for continuation of coverage election

Detailed instructions for premium payments 

Seamless coordination with carriers and reporting on status

Hassle-Free Continuation of Coverage

Automated monitoring, collection, and tracking of payments

Timely termination notices for non-payment

Record-keeping for correspondence, notices, and eligibility

Up-to-date adherence to COBRA regulatory revisions

Comprehensive COBRA Administration

SIMPLIFY COBRA
COMPLIANCE WITH ZENITH
AMERICAN SOLUTIONS

STREAMLINED COBRA AND 
SELF-PAY NOTICE GENERATION

As your plan's comprehensive administration partner, 
we employ a dedicated support team to address your COBRA needs
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Contact Roberto Hormazabal 
rhormazabal@zenith-american.com

Two Harbour Place
302 Knights Run Ave, Suite 1100
Tampa, FL 33602

Ready to simplify your
COBRA administration? 

 
Contact Zenith American

Solutions today!

https://bit.ly/3JsIaT7
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